
SOFT DRINKS

275 -330ml 

£2.95

£2.95

£2.95

£2.95

£2.95

£2.95 

COCA-COLA 

DIET COKE 

PINEAPPLE JUICE 

CRANBERRY JUICE 

TOMATO JUICE 

CLOUDY PRESSED 
APPLE JUICE

PURE SQUEEZED  
SMOOTH ORANGE JUICE

BRITVIC

275ml 

£2.95BITTER LEMON

ORANGE & PASSIONFRUIT J20

APPLE & RASPBERRY J20

APPLE & MANGO J20

£2.95

FENTIMANS

275ml

ENGLISH ELDERFLOWER £3.85

ROSE LEMONADE £3.85

VICTORIAN LEMONADE £3.85

GINGER BEER   £3.85

BAR SNACKS

750ml

ACQUA PANNA STILL WATER £4.50

SAN PELLEGRINO 
SPARKLING WATER £4.50

SPRING WATER

330ml 

STRATHMORE STILL WATER £2.50

STRATHMORE SPARKLING WATER £2.50

LONDON ESSENCE

200ml 

£2.75GRAPEFRUIT & ROSEMARY  

BLOOD ORANGE & ELDERFLOWER

GINGER ALE

£2.75

FEVER TREE

200ml 

£2.95

£2.95

£2.95

£2.95

£2.95

TONIC, SLIMLINE TONIC, 

SICILIAN LEMON TONIC

ELDERFLOWER 

AROMATIC TONIC 

MEDITERRANEAN TONIC

£1.95

£2.95

£2.95

£2.75

MINERAL WATER

CHILLI CRACKERS

MIXED OLIVES

SESAME, SOY, MIRIN & CARAMEL 
POPCORN

£1.95

£1.95



GIN (25ml)

G1 GIN, DERBY CONCEIVED,  £4.80 
DEVELOPED & DISTILLED  
IN THE EAST MIDLANDS 

Withers g1 gin takes its flavour solely from 
distillation, which makes it a true london  
dry gin and has none of the colour or sugar  
often found in flavoured gins today. Instead, 
it features the heartsease flower, alongside 
a good punch of juniper, a zing of pink  
grapefruit zest and a veritable support act 
of 5 botanicals, resulting in a london dry  
gin packed with flavour! At least 10% of  
their profits donated to cancer charities.

Perfect serve: fever-tree light tonic, grapefruit

MANCHESTER RASPBERRY,  £4.95 
DEANSGATE, MANCHESTER, 
ENGLAND 

Beautifully infused with fresh raspberries,  
before and after distillation, as well as  
distilling with them which gives the gin a 
delicate sweetness and a subtle pink hue.

Perfect serve: fever tree light, fresh raspberries,  
sprig of fresh mint

LYME BAY, DEVON, ENGLAND, £4.95 
PINK GRAPEFRUIT 

This wonderfully zesty gin bursts with the 
flavours of pink grapefruit, orange peel,  
lime, and elderflower alongside the classic 
botanical aroma of juniper. 

Perfect serve: fever tree light tonic, grapefruit slice

ABER FALLS, GWYNEDD, WALES, £4.95 
ORANGE MARMALADE  

A refined balance of sweet and bitter  
orange flavours, with a pine flavour of 
juniper: a citrus hit with a warming  
aftertaste, guaranteed to tickle  
your tastebuds! 

Perfect serve: fever tree mediterranean tonic, orange slice

SHINING CLIFF FLORAL GIN, £4.80 
AMBERGATE, DERBYSHIRE 

White peak distillery derbyshire dry gin is 
inspired by the woodland and hedgerows 
of shining cliff woods. Crafted from thirteen 
botanicals including rose hip, bilberry & local 
mayflower. The spirit is delicately infused  
using vapour distillation to create a smooth, 
perfectly balanced derbyshire dry gin.

Perfect serve: fever-tree mediterranean tonic, orange, bay 
leaf



GIN (25ml)

THE LONDON NO.1 ORIGINAL £4.95 
BLUE GIN, LONDON 

Triple distilled gin, the citrus and piney  
juniper notes come through on the nose,  
but on the palate, the spices dominate, the 
liquorice adds a gentle sweetness with the 
cinnamon coming through on the finish.

Perfect serve: fever-tree aromatic, lemon, lime, juniper 

HENDRICK’S GIN, GIRVAN, £4.95 
SCOTLAND 

Hendrick’s is an infusion of rose petal and 
cucumber gin, from its floral aroma of  
violet and rose to the subtle hint of spice, 
hendrick’s gin takes the senses on a  
wonderful adventure. Botanicals are  
sourced from exotic flowers, fruits and  
seeds all over the world, making it crisp,  
zesty and entirely exquisite.

Perfect serve: fever-tree elderflower tonic, cucumber

FORGED IN WAKEFIELD, YORKSHIRE,   
ENGLAND, RHUBARB & GINGER  

Nothing captures the spirit of yorkshire  
quite like rhubarb. This rhubarb & ginger  
gin uses delicious pink rhubarb from the 
rhubarb triangle, along with the addition  
of spicy ginger. All the botanicals are  
organic and completely natural. 

Perfect serve: fever tree ginger ale, cinnamon stick

BOMBAY SAPPHIRE, LONDON £4.80 

The blue bottle, logo, and name  
“sapphire” Were inspired by the 
182-carat “star of bombay” sapphire,
discovered in sri lanka. The recipe is
based on 10 botanicals, including
traditionals such as juniper berries,
citrus, angelica and orris root. Coriander,
liquorice, cassia bark, almonds, cubeb
berries and west african grains of
paradise are added.

Perfect serve:  fever-tree mediterranean tonic, lime wedge

TANQUERAY 10, LONDON £4.95  

Tanqueray no. Ten gin is an homage to the 
passion and attention to detail that  
charles tanqueray stood for. This gin takes  
its name from the still in which the ‘citrus  
heart’ is produced, ‘tiny 10’. Fresh oranges, 
limes, and grapefruits are used to produce 
the citrus heart, which then undergoes a 
2nd distillation with the addition of juniper, 
coriander, angelica, liquorice, camomile  
flowers and more limes.

Perfect serve: fever-tree mediterranean tonic, grapefruit

£4.95 



SPARKLING & CHAMPAGNE

WINES

125ml 

  £9.95 

£8.95

HALFPENNY GREEN 
SPARKLING BRUT,  
STAFFORDSHIRE, ENGLAND 
Pinot noir and chardonnay blend.  
Elegant & refined.

PROSECCO, VINTAGE, RISERVA, 
TONON, CAMUL, VALDOBBIADENE, 
ITALY, 2019 
A most sophisticated taste of light Champagne.  Dry 
with soft vanilla and brioche taste. Full body  with 
amazing freshness.

NYTIMBER CLASSIC CUVÉE
MULTI-VINTAGE
Distinctive toasty and spicy aromas. A palate of 
honey, almond, pastry and baked apples gives it a 
hint of decadence. Intense yet delicate, elegant 
yet complex – consitently crowned one of the best 
English sparkling wines.

ROSE

125ml 175ml

£4.95 £6.95 

£4.65 £6.50 

£4.95 £6.95 

ROSE, HALFPENNY GREEN, 
STAFFORDSHIRE, ENGLAND 
Summer berry fruits abound, refreshing light  
fruit on the palate and a touch of sweetness

VINHO VERDE ROSÉ, DOC, 
CASA DE PAÇOS,  
PORTUGAL 2020 
One of the more attractive Vinho Verde 
rosés  made from the Vinhão grape, this is 
fresh,  with bright acidity and a crisp texture. 
 The wine is ready to drink.

MALBEC ROSÉ, FINCA   
EL ORIGEN, UCO VALLEY,  
MENDOZA, ARGENTINA 2018/20 
A light pink colour. Fresh notes of strawberries  
and violets abound in the nose, while the mouth  
surprises with a juicy delicate structure.

ROSE

125ml 175ml

COTES DE PROVENCE ROSÉ,  £5.65 £7.95 
CHÂTEAU DES VINGTINIERES, 
PATRICE MOREUX, 2020 
Pale rose colour. The bouquet expresses a  
typicality of Provence; intense early spring flowers,  
peaches and apricots. Plenty of charm.  
A softly dry exquisite finish.

WHITE

125ml 175ml

ANSON’S VALE,   £4.95 £6.95 
HALFPENNY GREEN, 
STAFFORDSHIRE, ENGLAND 
Aromas of pear on the nose, a lively citrus 
palate with a good balance. 

125ml 

 £7.95 

£8.95 

MICHELLE SPARKLING ROSÉ, 
MUSCAT ROUGE, KLAWER WINE  
CELLARS, OLIFANTS RIVER VALLEY, 
WESTERN CAPE, SOUTH AFRICA  
SEMI DRY 
Gleaming sparkling rose colour with a red hue.  
Fresh strawberry aromas. Silky taste of strawberries  
and raspberries with a sweet fruitiness and refreshing,  
moreish sparkles that delight the palate.

PROSECCO ROSE, LUCIE, DOC,  
L’ANGELO DEL FOCOLARE, ITALY 
Has a wonderful freshness and leaves a flavoursome  
sensation on the palate. Followed by a fruity and  
harmonious aftertaste, accompanied by fruity and  
flowery aromas with hints of ripe golden  
apple and small mountain flowers.

NYETIMBER CUVÉE CHÉRIE -
DEMI SEC - MULTI-VNTAGE
Light golden hues and a slight silver undertone
illuminate this delicately effervescent wine.
Aromas of pure lemon, mineral, honey and a hint
of tangerine fill the nose. The palate has a lively,
sweet lemon start offset by a crisp acidity and a
very clean, pure structure.

 £13.95 

 £13.95 



WINES

WHITE

125ml 175ml

£4.85 VIOGNIER, DOMAINE V LA  
GRANGE, PAYS D’OC, 
NARBONNE,  
LANGUEDOCROUSSILLON, 
FRANCE 2019/2020  
An intense and vibrant bouquet of apricots,  
peaches and pear drops. The same flavours  
explode onto the palate and are joined by a  
hint of vanilla and acacia blossom.

SAUVIGNON BLANC,
ENTRE-DEUX-MERS, CHÂTEAU 
LA GRANDE METAIRIE, 
BORDEAUX, FRANCE 2019/20 
Enticing light golden colour. Inviting aromas 
of  gooseberry, grapefruit and lime with a hint 
of  minerality on the palate. Bright and crisp 
with a vibrant finish.

£6.85 PINOT GRIGIO, CASA AL FIUME 
BY THE RIVER, DOC, VENEZIE,  
ITALY 2020 
Citrus freshness with natural richness and  
depth. Vivacious and lingering with a dry  
tropical velvety finish.

CHARDONNAY CRU,  NICOPEJA, 
BOSCO DEL MERLO, LISON-
PRAMAGGIORE 
Brilliant pale yellow colour and a fresh, 
fragrant  and typically fruity scent. Hints of 
varieties of  golden apple are easily 
recognisable. The taste  is inviting, with an 
agreeable acidic tone that  exudes 
pleasantness.

£5.85

SAUVIGNON BLACK COTTAGE, 
RESERVE, MARLBOROUGH  
NEW ZEALAND 2019/21 
Complex nose of gooseberry, passionfruit, 
crushed  herbs and a touch of sweet. The 
zesty palate is  packed full of tropical fruit 
flavours, has a delicious  line of salinity and a 
refreshingly dry finish.

RED

125ml 175ml

£4.95 £6.95 PENNY RED, HALFPENNY  
GREEN, STAFFORDSHIRE, 
ENGLAND  
A classic English blend, fruit driven and well  
rounded, with complex plum, violet and 
sweet  spice. Medium bodied. 

£4.95 £6.95 MERLOT DU CHÂTEAU   
FONGRAVE, LA TOURELLE, 
BORDEAUX, FRANCE, 2016
Ruby violet red, lovely floral bouquet with 
notes of raspberries and loganberries, 
generous and fruity  with good structure.

£4.65 £6.45 SHIRAZ, WILDFLOWER,    
MCPHERSON WINES, 
VICTORIA, AUSTRALIA, 2018 
Displays dark luminous colours. Immediate 
bouquet  of wildflowers. Raspberry flavours, 
softly dry, packed  with red fruit with a lasting 
freshness on the palate.

£4.95 £6.95 MALBEC, ESTATE RANGE, 
FINCA EL ORIGEN, UCO 
VALLEY, MENDOZA, 
ARGENTINA, 2018/21
Deep red, purple colour nose of red plum 
and  Morello cherries combined with floral 
notes such  as violets, hints of vanilla, 
chocolate and caramel,  velvety and silky 
structure, sweet ripe finish.

RIOJA CRIANZA, MONTE OCIJO, 
BURKO, GORRI, BARGOTA,  
SPAIN, 2016 
Dark ruby red colour. Fragrant nose of 
strawberries with sensations of hazelnuts 
and red loganberries. Silky smooth with a 
delightful velvety finish.

DOURO DOC, TINTA BARROCA 
 / SOUSAO, PROVA CEGA, 
PORTUGAL, 2015 
Brilliant reflective red. Notes of red fruits. 
Cherry  and mulberry on the palate, with a 
touch of  sweet spice.

£5.20 £7.25 

£4.65 £6.30 

£6.85 

£5.15 £7.20

£4.95 

£8.25

£6.35 £8.95



CRAFT AND BOTTLED BEER

£4.65 

£4.65 

£4.65 

£4.65 

FREEDOM LAGER, STAFFORDSHIRE, ENGLAND (4%) 330ML 
Light, crisp, british lager. Just four ingredients, spring water, 
barley, hops & yeast.  Long matured for a fuller flavour to produce 
a  consistent, bright, sessionable 4% abv lager.

FREEDOM PILSNER, STAFFORDSHIRE, ENGLAND (4.4%) 
330ML A modern twist on a classic golden pilsner, combining 
european  & american hops to deliver a subtle bitterness and 
distinctive  citrus aroma. 

GLUTEN FREE PERONI NASTRO AZZURO (5.1%) 330ML
Peronis italian brew masters have perfected a new gluten-free 
recipe for italy’s most iconic beer. It has the same delicate  
balance of bitterness and citrus aromatic notes as peroni  
nastro azzuro.

BIRRA MORETTI (4.6%) 330ML
The best raw materials are used to make Birra Moretti, as well as a 
special blend of high quality hops that give a unique taste and 
fragrance, enhancing its perfectly balanced bitter taste.



CIDER, ALE, BITTER & PORTER 

DARLEY ABBEY CIDER, DERBY, ENGLAND. 
PICKED & PRESSED IN DERBYSHIRE. 

‘DRY’ LIGHTLY CARBONATED (5%) 330ML  £4.95

‘SWEET’ LIGHTLY CARBONATED (5%) 330ML £4.95 

‘FRUIT’ LIGHTLY CARBONATED (5%) 330ML £4.95 

ALE, BITTER & PORTER

FREEDOM PALE ALE, STAFFORDSHIRE, 
ENGLAND (4.2%) 330ML £4.65 
Aromatic, sessionable pale ale. This is the ale you want to be flirting  
with. A confident pale ale with a tropical fruit aroma. Combined with 
just the right balance of bitterness.

THE BRUNSWICK BREWING COMPANY, RAILWAY TERRACE, 
DERBY, ENGLAND

THE USUAL (4.2%) 500ML  £5.95 
A traditional copper coloured best bitter, finely balanced 
with toffee flavours imparted by use of crystal malt.

RAILWAY PORTER (4.3%) 500ML  £5.95 
A classic english black porter, lightly hopped and smooth on the 
palate with roast coffee flavours.

TRIPLE HOP (4%) 500ML  £5.95 
Straw coloured, with a bitter, dry astringency. As the name suggests, 
3 hop variants used in 3 separate stages. 



SPIRITS

VODKA

25ml 

£4.20

£4.50

£4.95

SMIRNOFF 

GREY GOOSE 

BELVEDERE

CÎROC £4.50

RUM

25ml 

£4.20

£4.40

£4.60

 £4.95

£4.40

BACARDI WHITE  

SAILOR JERRY SPICED

HAVANA 3YO WHITE  

HAVANA 7YO DARK 

THE KRAKEN BLACK SPICED

MALIBU

WHITE PEAK DISTILLERY ENGLISH 
CASK AGED RUM

£4.20

VERMOUTHS

50ml 

CAMPARI £4.50

MARTINI  £3.80 
(rosso, bianco, extra dry)

DUBONNET £3.80

WHISKY

25ml

£5.50

£4.35

£4.35

£4.35

£4.35

£4.75

£4.95

£5.50

£6.75

£8.95

£4.20

£4.95

£4.95

 £5.95 

WHITE PEAK DISTILLERY SINGLE MALT 

JAMESON’S IRISH  

SOUTHERN COMFORT 

JIM BEAM BOURBON  

JACK DANIELS  

GLENMORANGIE SINGLE MALT  

TALISKER 10YO SINGLE MALT           

THE BALVENIE 12YO SINGLE MALT 

OBAN 14YO SINGLE MALT  

LAGAVULIN 16YO SINGLE MALT  

PROPER TWELVE IRISH WHISKEY 

GLENFIDDICH 12YO SINGLE MALT 

BULLEIT 95 RYE WHISKEY 

NIKKA COFFEY JAPANESE GRAIN 
WHISKEY

LAPHROIG

£4.40

 £4.65



COGNAC, ARMAGNAC & CALVADOS

25ml

COURVOISIER VS £4.95

REMY MARTIN COGNAC VSOP £5.45

REMY MARTIN COGNAC XO £14.95 
A blend of over 400 different eaux-de-vie, expertly blended by  
remy’s cellar master. On the nose, a wide spectrum of aromas  
of late summer fruit, combined with rich floral notes.  To taste, 
mature flavours of juicy plums and candied oranges, with a  
hint of hazelnuts and cinnamon. 

HINE ANTIQUE XO £14.95 
A blend of more than forty eaux-de-vie, exclusively from the 
region’s first growth, the grande champagne. This mature  
cognac reveals the complexity of mild spices along with  
hazelnut and warm fig tart. 

HENNESSY XO £14.95 
A blend of over 100 eaux-de-vie from the grande and petite  
champagne, borderies and fins bois regions.  On the nose,  
a rich, fruity palate with prunes, raisins and sticky toffee  
pudding, on the palate dark chocolate and over ripe plums, 
cocoa butter and spice.  A spicy vanilla led finish. 

ARMAGNAC VSOP, JANNEAU £5.25 
A carefully selected selection of eaux-de-vie, some matured  
for up to 20 years in new oak casks in ancient cellars. Aromas 
of honey, figs and vanilla with a lingering toasted  
and full-bodied finish. 

ARMAGNAC XO, JANNEAU £9.95 
A blend of old armagnacs which have been aging for up to 30 
years in ancient oak casks. A floral nose, with rich aromas of  
nuts, suited more to the discerning palate. 

CALVADOS £4.95



LIQUEURS

25ml 

AMARETTO £4.80

APEROL £3.95

ARCHERS £3.95

BAILEYS (50ML) £4.80

CHAMBORD £3.95

COINTREAU £4.80

DRAMBUIE £4.80

GALLIANO £4.80

GRAND MARNIER £4.80

KAHLUA £4.80

PERNOD  £4.80 

SAMBUCA £3.50

SAMBUCA LIQUORICE £3.50

25ml

£3.50 

£4.80

£3.50

£4.80

£4.80

£3.50

£3.50

£4.80

£3.50

£3.50

TEQUILA MEZCAL CON GUSANO 
100% AGAVE 

TIA MARIA COLD BREW VANILLA 

CHERRY HEERING 

LICOR 43 

LICOR 43 HORCHATA VEGAN  

FRANGELICO NOISETTE 

MIDORI MELON 

PATRÓN SILVER TEQUILA  

LIMONCELLO 

SALTED CARAMEL LIQUEUR  

PATRÓN XO CAFE 

DUBONNET

£4.80

£4.80



HOUSE COCKTAILS

£11.95 

£9.95 

£9.95 

£9.95 

£9.95 

£9.95

£9.95 

RIVER FIZZ  
Blue curacao, amaretto, sparkling wine. 

PINK GRAPEFRUIT NEGRONI   
Lyme Bay pink grapefruit gin, martini bianco, aperol.

DESTINY aperitif
Aperol, passion fruit, mint.

TEQUILA CRISP
Apple liqueur, silver tequila, agave nectar. 

HONEY RYE
Rye whiskey, honey, ginger ale.

CLOUDY COOLER
White wine, apple juice, soda, passion fruit, grapes.

SALVADOR SUMMER    
Coconut rum, cachaca, creme de peche, pineapple juice.

SALTED CARAMEL MARTINI
Baileys, salted caramel liqueur, vodka.

£9.95 



COCKTAILS

Expertly crafted by our resident mixologist Ryan Ellis, a graduate of the world 
renowned European Bartender School.

£9.95 

£9.95 

£9.95 

£9.95 

£9.95 

£9.95 

£9.95 

£9.95 

£12.95 

£11.95 

£11.95 

£11.95 

£12.95 

PIMMS NO.1 
Pimm’s, lemonade, mint, cucumber strawberries.

CAIPIRINHA 
Cachaça, lime, sugar syrup .

ESPRESSO MARTINI 
Kahlua, Absolut vanilla, cold brew espresso, sugar syrup.

PLANTERS PUNCH 
Havana 7yo dark rum, fresh lemon juice, Angostura 
bitters, Grenadine, sugar syrup, pineapple juice, orange 
juice.

FRENCH MARTINI 
Vodka, Chambord, pineapple juice.

MOSCOW MULE 
Vodka, fresh lime juice, topped with ginger beer.

OLD FASHIONED 
Bourbon, Angostura bitters, sugar syrup.

MARTINI  
Gin/Vodka, dry vermouth, lemon zest.

KIR ROYALE  
Crème de cassis, Champagne. 

PASSIONATE MARTINI 
Absolut vanilla, sparkling wine, Passoa liqueur, lime juice, 
sugar syrup.

BELLINI 
Peach liqueur, peach & thyme puree, sparkling wine.

APEROL SPRITZ 
Aperol aperitif, soda water, sparkling wine. 

CLASSIC 
Cognac, Champagne, sugar, Angostura.  

*Other classics available on request.



LOW ALCOHOL & ALCOHOL FREE

MOCKTAIL 

£5.95 

£5.95 

£5.95 

£5.95 

£5.95 

£5.95 

£5.95 

BELLINI SPARKLING MOCKTAIL 
Kombucha, peach puree.

FRENCH 75 SPARKLING MOCKTAIL 
Kombucha, Seedlip grove 42, lemon 
juice, sugar syrup.

MOJITO MOCKTAIL 
Seedlip spice 94, lime wedges, 
mint leaves, sugar syrup.

PLANTERS PUNCH MOCKTAIL 
Seedlip spice 94, fresh lemon juice, 
sugar syrup, pineapple juice.

MOSCOW MULE MOCKTAIL 
Seedlip spice 94,  fresh lime juice, 
ginger beer.

ESPRESSO MARTINI MOCKTAIL 
Seedlip grove 42, sugar syrup,  
espresso shot.

SEEDLIP CITRUS FIZZ MOCKTAIL 
Seedlip Grove 42, Orange Marmalade, 
Sparkling Water. 

SPIRIT 

SEEDLIP GROVE 42 CITRUS £3.60 
Non-alcoholic distilled spirit, bright  
citrus blend of meditteranean orange, 
lemon peel, lemongrass & ginger. 
Your choice of mixer.

SEEDLIP GROVE SPICE 94 £3.60 
Non-alcoholic distilled spirit, a warm  
aromatic blend of allspice & cardamom,  
fresh citrus to balance the long bitter finish. 
Your choice of mixer.

LAGER, ALE & CIDER

ERDINGER WEISSBRAU 
ALKOHOLFREI, ERDING, GERMANY 
(0.4%) 500ML  Refreshing isotonic 
drink, vitamin-rich,  reduced calories.  
brewed under the strict bavarian purity 
law, which means it is made  from only 
high quality, natural ingredients. 
enriched with essential nutrients. 

SAN MIGUEL 0.0% 330ML  

£4.50 

Popular pilsner-style Spanish lager.   
Herbal, floral and cereal aromas, hoppy  
grainy flavours with moderate bitterness 
and sweetness. 

BREWDOG IPA, LOW ALCOHOL   £3.95 0.5% PUNK AF, 330ML 
Juicy tropical fruits mixes it up with  
grassy and pine notes. All sitting on a 
solid malt bassline. 

KOPPARBERG, MIXED FRUIT,    £4.50 
ALCOHOL FREE, 500ML  0.0% 
Refreshingly light apple cider with a  
taste of raspberry and blackcurrant. 

WINE 

125ml 175ml Bottle

SAUVIGNON BLANC, £3.00 £3.95 £16.95 
BON VOYAGE, FRANCE   
0.5% low alcohol, zesty, zingy 
and refreshing.

MERLOT, £3.00 £3.95 £16.95 
BON VOYAGE, FRANCE  
0.5% low alcohol, expressive bouquet,  
unveiling notes of red fruit, blackcurrant 
& cherry, smooth & silky tannins.

£3.95 
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